TIME TONIGHT
As recorded by John Frusciante
(From the 2005 Album CURTAINS)

Transcribed by Matt Nicholas

Words and Music by John Frusciante

A] Verse

\[ \text{Gm} = 90 \]

Transcribed tab notation for the verse of the song "Time Tonight" by John Frusciante. The music is in the key of G minor (Gm) with a tempo of 90 beats per minute. The tab includes chord changes and fingerings for the guitar parts, with specific instructions for "let ring" on certain strings to indicate a picked note. The chorus is also transcribed, following the verse. The music notation is designed to help musicians understand and play the song accurately. The tab includes both the melody and chord progressions, making it a valuable resource for guitarists and music enthusiasts. The complete transcription is available in the Power Tab format, allowing for easy reading and playing of the song. This transcription is generated using the Power Tab Editor by Brad Larsen, ensuring high-quality and accurate representation of the music.
TIME TONIGHT - John Frusciante

**Outro**

G₇m   E       B       F#  G₇m   E       B       F#  G₇m

```
let ring  let ring  let ring  let ring  let ring  let ring  let ring  let ring
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